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Everything here is based on my own experience of buying things online from the Netherlands. The guide is most tailored for buying from 
Europe. All the websites I list are websites I have excellent experiences with. Disclaimer: you’ll not really get rich, just slightly richer . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     10 general tips 
1. When ordering online you will need a creditcard. 

Alternatives exist but they seem complicated to me. On 
Dutch websites you can pay with IDeal which is perfect  
(although you won’t get the cheapest deals it is still OK). 

2. Avoid shipping from the US. Many US based companies do 
not even ship to Europe (there exist intermediate 
companies which can act as a go-between but people have 
bad experiences with those). Also you might have to pay 
additional import fees (when ordering above €22). 

3. Some shops (when ordering in the UK) offer to let you pay 
in euro’s instead of pounds. Always pay in the foreign 
currency, otherwise the shops will use their own conversion 
rate which is less favorable than the one of your own bank. 

4. A friend of mine always orders personally-tailored shirts 
online. You provide your measurements and can select from 
a host of different models/colors and they’ll send you your 
shirt. The first time the fit will be OK, but when fine-tuning 
your measurements you can get a perfect fit this way.  

5. If, when ordering from amazon it says: “packaged and 
shipped by amazon” be prepared for a really speedy 
delivery. 
 
 

 
6. Sometimes the patent for medicines has expired. Rather 

than buying the really expensive brand name you can buy a 
brandless one. For example against hay fever you might 
consider searching for Loratadine. Much cheaper (-80%). 

7. Some people are concerned for the environment (good 
job!) when ordering online. I believe that if you live in a city 
the delivery guy will be near your house anyway everyday. 
So he/she will have to drive only an extra 300meters (if any) 
to your house, which is not too bad. 

8. If you’re not at home (twice) they will deliver your package 
at the local post office. They will store it for a limited 
amount of time (I believe 4 weeks, but it might be 2). 

9. When searching Intermediaries and Indexing websites, be 
sure to sort by price. In many cases the default sort is 
something which will make you pay more .  

10. Often prices shown will be without shipping costs. These 
can vary. When you’ve got a shortlist it might be 
worthwhile to click ‘continue’ until you see the shipping 
costs. You can always not order by closing the window. 

Safety 

 

 100% refund rate: every time I asked I got a refund 

 In some cases I got a low quality item but was too lazy 
to ask for a refund 

 I sometimes ordered the wrong item (personal error)  

 The item which I didn’t receive was 5 euro’s and from a 
shady website 

All OK (187)

Refunded (4)

Low quality (4)

Personal error (4)

Not received (1)

Where can you buy? 

Physical (offline) store 0% 

Famous big online retailers -10% 

Smaller online retailers -20% 

If you search really well -30% 

 
There are 3 types of websites you need to know 
 
1. Retailers 
These are the shops which will actually earn the 
money from selling things on their own website. 
There exist the big well known retailers (bol.com, 
zalando) which sell nearly everything (from diapers 
to books). Usually the more specialized retailers will 
be cheaper (bookdepository.com, 123inkt.nl). 
 
2. Intermediaries  
These websites will allow other companies to easily 
sell their stuff online for a small percentage of the 
profit. Amazon.de is by far my favorite, followed by 
amazon.co.uk (different collection). Ebay.co.uk is 
another example, but in my experience there are 
often individuals (rather than companies) selling 
things from China and it feels slightly more shady to 
me. 
 
3. Indexers 
These are basically search engines for online 
products. They are really useful to find smaller 
retailers. Websites usually pay a little to these 
indexers so not every store might be on here. Good 
indexers are: beslist.nl and shopping.google.nl.  

How much will you save? 

 
-80% -60% -40% -20% 0% 20%

Groceries

Clothes

Books

Electronics

Ink/toner

Deodorant, hairstuff

Perfume

Used (English) books


